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Abstract.
In this paper we consider first order Kohn and Nirenberg pseudo-differential operators, define their weak and strong Li extensions and prove, by standard mollifiers and Fourier transform techniques, the identity between them.
In this article we shall consider operators of the form (1) L = Ê AiDi, i
where A¡ = a¡(x; D) is a pseudo-differential operator of order zero and Di=-{-iyi2d/dx*.
We denote by S the space of C°° complex (scalar, vector or matrix) valued functions u(x), x = (x1, • • • , x"), defined in Rn which together with all their derivatives die down faster than any power of | x | at infinity.
A i maps S continuously into S and is defined by
AjU(x) = J e**tai(x;t)u(C)dC, In fact, in [2] it is also assumed that the same is true for all derivatives in £.
A formal adjoint L<-*) of L can be formed with the aid of the "local" adjoint L(*>= Zî-0*4^ defined on S so that (Lwv, «) = (», Lu)
holds for all v and u in S; ( , ) is the inner product in L2iRn), the corresponding norm being denoted by || ||. As remarked in [2] , Aî s the "reversed operator" AjCR given by
Uy ») (Ö = j e «y («Î 9 »0*0 ax where a^ (x; ¿) is the conjugate transpose of a¡(x; %). We shall introduce the notions of weak and strong extensions of L (weak and strong solutions of Lu =/) which will be denoted throughout this paper by 7 and 7, respectively. That a strong solution of Lu =f is also a weak one follows easily from the definitions.
To prove the converse we need two lemmas but first we introduce a class of smoothing operators called "mollifiers. 
